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I

watch as the corpse is hoisted up over the side of the steep precipice
in a black wire cage attached to a hook on a crane.
I haven’t felt my consciousness this fragmented by dread
since my best friend leapt to her death from this very same cliff.
Charlene Pryce was her name, but I called her Charlie. She nicknamed
me Emerald.
Now, almost twenty years later, I remember her last words to me:
“I’ve got to take my chances.”
Did this dead girl take her chances, too?
Ay, Dios mío, suicide.
It keeps happening here, again and again.
My horse, Sam, snorts and hoofs the dirt beneath us. He wants to
gallop. It’s a perfect night for a ride, with the hint of pungent California
sagebrush between the molecules of warm, balmy air. This ride was to
be a sensate voyage on my trusty steed, but it’s become a sojourn to
hell: bright white forensic lights, rigor already setting in.
How old is she?
Sixteen? Seventeen?
Like Charlie.
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My eyes sting.
My friend’s death still hurts, even after all these years.
I blink, try to re-focus, adapt myself to the present, but the morbid
crush and curl of this girl is nearly overwhelming. It’s obvious that the
one-hundred-foot drop to the boulders and frothy surf below broke
her limbs, and even though she’s been meticulously placed by the Los
Angeles CSI into a fetal position to fit the cage, one long, slender leg
still bends at a disturbing angle. I squint through the glare of lights and
see that beneath the mass of wet, gold-streaked hair covering her face,
the vertebrae in her neck must be pulverized: A tiny portion of her
chin peeks out from the tangled locks, revealing a jaw that’s hanging
all the way down to her breasts. But what’s most garish—yet what I
guiltily find mesmerizing—is the girl’s skin. Exposed by a torn, black,
stretchy top, it’s as smooth as satin. Not even a tiny scratch mars its
pale surface. There’s also something dark and twisty wrapped around
her thin, bare waist.
I can’t make out what it is.
I look away.
I want to cry, release the tension. The kind of stress that comes with
being immersed, at times, in this ancient ritual of manifested psychic
pain. I’ve treated a few patients with suicidal ideation. These days,
however, self-destruction seems a growing consequence of attempting
to survive the onslaught of twenty-first century confusion—and, sure,
I’m talking about people. But also animals, birds, even insects.
Sound bizarre? Yep, it does.
But true.
Case in point: the wild bees. In the past month, I must have seen
hundreds pitching down onto the street, the sidewalk, any kind of
pavement.
Why?
Or what about the dolphins, four days ago, in the Santa Monica
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Bay? It was a large pod—eleven of them, to be exact—young and old,
like diligent soldiers following one another up onto shore, lying there,
gregarious smiles withering in the sun.
Why?
There are also the countless stories of sparrows, starlings,
blackbirds, even seagulls, falling from the sky, a hailstorm of winged
life, landing dead on the ground.
Why?
I’m a psychologist with a specialty in ecopsychology—in other
words, a green shrink—I should have some insight about these horrible
things.
But I don’t. Not really. Not now.
I turn back to the Los Angeles CSI, working with our small-town
PD, and the LA news media as they run to the dead girl in the black
cage that the man behind the yellow crane sets with a jangled bump
onto the parched grass, and they swarm her—like bees.
There they are, in my mind again.
Bees. Dolphins. Birds. Suicide.
Charlie.
Bloody, bloody Charlie.
Why was poor Charlie’s sad, broken body so bloody? And this
girl’s is not?
I shake my head.
I don’t want to know.
I don’t want to be immersed in this one. I need to think about
something else. What I really need is a frivolous thought before I start
obsessing on the past.
Sure …
How about I narrow my mind down to a fraction of its value and
think about my current situation with … men.
Or, to be specific, a muy guapo, very good-looking man. But I
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refuse to give him more credit than that, even if he’s Latin, like me.
Or like a part of me. I’m Latin and Irish. A fabulous mix, I say. My
dad, on the Irish side, would have said the same thing. So would my
second-generation Latina mom. As for my Salvadoran abuelo, or
grandfather—I’m not sure what he’d call me. But there’ve been plenty
of others to describe me with cutesy clichés, such as: passionate talker,
volatile communicator, hot-blooded MacMama.
Stop.
I realize I’m mentally fleeing the suicide—but for my own sanity,
sometimes I must.
I glance at the dead girl, wince, and once more turn away.
Okay.
What about the man?
He’s played me, again.
Probably just moments after this girl with the pale, smooth skin
plunged to her death.
My twelve-year-old palomino and I were taking our usual twilight
ride on the upper bluffs of Majorca Point, an enormous, sweeping
girth of peninsula that extends into the Pacific Ocean between Long
Beach Harbor and Hermosa Beach. I was breathing in the warm
glow of sunset, scarlet tendrils of the day’s last light fanning above
a shimmering turquoise sea, and I allowed myself to go into a trance
because, very simply, I can. Ever since I was a child, I’ve been able to
understand what I need and want, and what I don’t need (but sometimes
desire), by “fusing” with the earth’s life force.
Maybe I receive messages from the Goddess Gaia?
I like to think so. Anything’s possible.
But tonight, the reality of it is I had nary an ecological thought
in mind but to clear my psyche of its own toxicity: the man. Mr.
Gabriel Hugo García, local TV news superstar for the Latino global
news organization KLAT. I only rode Sam down the hill because I
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was practically assaulted by a KLAT news chopper that turned out to
be headed to this tragic cliff-side location. Its whirling blades caused
such a frenetic commotion over me that I almost went flying off my
horse and had to grab the horn of the saddle as if I were on a bucking
bronco—which Sam is definitely not—to withstand the churning
onslaught of wind, dirt, and dry chaparral.
I coughed, spit out the dust.
Angry, I wondered, “Is García on that chopper? I’m gonna give
him some attitude. His transport could have killed me.”
Now, amazing, or not so amazing: There he is.
I know it seems coincidental.
But out here in the natural-born ether of Majorca Point, even
though we’re only thirty minutes from downtown LA, we’ve strived
to retain our wilderness so that, among other things, a preternatural
symbiosis can occur. That’s my ecopsychological take on it: When
nature’s integrated into the human experience, things get intense. They
get meaningful.
Hmmm. Right on cue.
García. Scrumptious as ever.
Even at a suicide.
He flicks a wave at me with casual panache—that’s his signature,
probably contrived.
I nod and give Sam a pat on his neck, feeling better.
The worries about our species, other species, killing themselves,
throwing it all away, have gone, and I can focus on something doable.
Like moving on.
Then I feel disgusted with myself.
Selfish.
And that’s when I see it.
A large, glossy picture of … Charlie.
The photo has been encased in tempered glass and affixed to the
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orange double railing made of thick metal tubing that’s supposed to
keep the jumpers away from this highest peak on the Majorca Point
peninsula. It was installed by the MP city council after Charlie died.
But the deterrent’s never worked. Sadly, on average, we see about a
half-dozen suicides a year. Majorca Point has even been referred to as
an LA version of the Golden Gate Bridge.
I shake my head and continue to stare at Charlie’s headshot.
Again, it’s nearly twenty years ago—she’s sixteen, smiling with
the vivacious energy of a beauty, her symmetrical face surrounded by
a weathered pine frame that’s covered in fluffy, pasted-on, hot-pink
silk roses. If I squint, I can see chicken wire wrapped tightly around
the large picture to hold it in place.
This is impossible.
Tears pulse down my cheeks.
No … no.
Sam whinnies a warning.
I’ve been with him since the day he was born—which could be
why he always senses my distress.
I wipe fast at my face.
García’s walking over, ducking under the yellow-and-black crimescene tape to where Sam and I stand in the shadows, near a picnic
table, at the edge of the small, adjacent park. García’s every move
is a testament to smooth. He extends his palm, a round, unwrapped
peppermint in his hand, as if he’s planned this rendezvous—the paleskinned suicide victim merely a prop for his flirtations.
Sam takes back his warning.
He’s been bribed.
He eagerly takes the candy.
Sam loves candy. And Gabriel Hugo García.
“Hola, Dr. Esmeralda Green.”
“Hi, Hugo.” I take one more wipe at my face, trying to give the
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impression that my thick, shoulder-length, strawberry blonde hair was
whipped across my eyes by a nonexistent breeze, then rub the tears on
my jeans.
He looks up at me, his black-as-onyx hair curling around his wide,
furrowed-to-perfection forehead. His tan eyes are flecked with yellow,
like a feral cat’s hunting orbs, and they glimmer in the high beams of
the vast array of lights as he chides, “Will you ever call me Gabriel?”
“I won’t,” I answer with an uncomfortable huff.
This has become one of our opening conversations over the past
year I’ve known him. There are others, but this might be the most
profound because I refuse to associate him with a celestial being, and,
even though I’m not Catholic—my religion born more in the wild
ambiguity of the soul of the wind and the sea than a church—I do
know, for certain, that Gabriel Hugo García is no angel.
He asks, “What are you doing here?”
I emit nonchalance. “I’m just out for a ride. What’s going on?”
He responds, “Do you know something about this?”
As usual, he’s answered my question with one of his own. It’s a
professional gambit, a TV journalist’s strategy. But two can play that
game …
I ask, “Who’s the girl?”
His cat-eyes twitch in annoyance. He can’t go much further
without disclosing … something.
He answers, “Her name’s Abigail Pryce. She took a fall off this
cliff. I don’t have a timeline yet.”
I stifle a gasp.
Hugo’s tone turns ominous. “Do you know this girl?”
My voice is calm. “I don’t.”
It’s true. I can honestly say I’ve never met her before.
But I have met her voice …
I heard it this morning.
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It was her wistful voice on my phone.
Just like Charlie’s.
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I

’m back at The Falling Majorca Point Stables, named in half-jest
after our falling, slipping land.
You see, The Point, as we often call it, is a geological anomaly.
What that means is that this breathtaking sweep of peninsula used to
be a wide, craggy island off the Pacific coast, millions of years ago,
until it merged with the geologically turbulent mainland after a huge,
primal temblor literally hurled the two entities together.
Now, everyone who lives here is a little tippy.
I’m not talking about drunk—or dysfunctional, for that matter—
but slightly on edge, ever since those two ancient landmasses started
to rise up against each other in small but growing seismic fits at their
forcible bondage. That’s how I perceive it.
Not that we haven’t always had earthquakes—we have.
But lately they’ve become almost nonstop, all over California but
especially here, on The Point, as the island and the so-called mainland
(how those of us who live in Majorca Point usually refer to the rest of
Los Angeles) duke it out.
And it’s affecting us, whether anyone will admit it or not.
For one, the suicides off the cliffs have increased.
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That poor girl tonight.
So like Charlie.
Except for the blood.
Not even the foaming surf could wash the blood from Charlie’s body.
I take Sam’s bridle off and, with purpose, move my mind away
from the unhappiness I still feel that Charlie’s gone. I’m amazed that
I still grieve for her so intensely. I went through the grief process and
worked to accept her passing a long time ago.
I want to believe that Hugo’s wrong.
There couldn’t possibly have been another suicide in the Pryce
family.
Could there?
I wince.
But why did Abigail Pryce contact me? She left me a message on
my landline voice mail, explaining who she was, asking if we could
meet. I listened, hand shaking, stunned. She sounded so much like
Charlie—that same wistful tone—I nearly fainted.
And I’m not one to faint.
But, at that moment, I was sure I was listening to a ghost.
After a few deep breaths, I returned her call and left a message.
Abigail hadn’t told me why she wanted to meet with me. I’d assumed it
was about Charlie, maybe some kind of ancestral research. I probably
sounded hesitant. I wasn’t looking forward to confronting my best
friend’s death. Not again. But, still, I’d consented, arranging to meet
her at a café near the beach. I gave her my cell phone number. We
played phone tag. She called me back on my cell and left a message
saying she’d see me at the café in the morning.
I sigh, frustrated.
If only we’d arranged to meet today, instead of tomorrow.
Today, before she …
Jumped?
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I shake my head.
I need more time to digest this, to process it. My remaining emotions
over losing Charlie are all mixed up after Abigail’s … demise.
I attempt a different tack and think of Hugo.
I could have ended our relationship tonight. But that might
confirm that we actually have a relationship, and I’m just not sure I
want to take that path.
Hmmm.
No good thinking about him right now either.
I try to stay busy.
Still, my mind travels back to Charlie as I realize, once again, that
she was integral in shaping who I am today.
And, ultimately, I should be thankful.
I remember she always told me I’d do something green with my
Green surname. It was a bit of a running joke between us because it
was ironic, even weird, that I had a name that corresponded so closely
with my passion for ecology. She thought I’d end up inventing something, like the electric car.
I wish …
The primary reason I even knew about ecopsychology was thanks
to Charlie. She’d been the one, in our junior year of high school, to
point out that a new psychological theory allowed for the earth to have a
role in the human mind. She gave me a magazine she’d found at a local
bookstore—but I didn’t get a chance to read the article until after she died.
Then, I read the first line over and over: Ecopsychology acknowledges
the environment as an important part of the human psyche.
This seemed, to me, like an obvious concept, though Dr. Sigmund
Freud apparently didn’t think so. The article went on to explain that
for Freud, the father of psychology, only an individual’s identity could
be formed in the mind: the ego, superego, and id. There was very little
room for a mountain, ocean, or even a blade of grass.
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Well, things have changed, and these days I genuinely relish
saying: “This is not your daddy’s psychology.”
Back then, I needed a buoy to cling to in the gale-force storm that
was Charlie’s death.
And I found it in ecopsychology.
I sigh, set Sam’s bridle down on a wood bench, put his harness on,
and give him a pat on the neck.
He nuzzles my shoulder.
Anyway …
After Charlie’s suicide, I wanted to find out why she’d killed
herself—and it had occurred to me that the shaking beneath our feet,
here on The Point and, heck, sometimes the entire Pacific Rim, might
have something to do with it. With a determination born in sadness, I
set out to prove it. I researched it as an undergrad: geological volatility
and emotional instability. Is there a connection?
I think there is, though I’ve got no solid documentation.
Still, perhaps one day I will.
I get a sense of it before it happens.
An almost imperceptible lurch in my gut.
Sam and I are still standing inside The Falling MP Stables. Two
rows of well-lit, impeccable stalls line a long, wide cement corridor
that, for the moment, is empty. I clip Sam’s harness to the crossties. I
pick up the bridle from the bench and carry it, along with the heavy
saddle, back to the tack room and plop them both down on my oversize
tack trunk.
The earth beneath me abruptly jolts.
And sways.
I track my feelings, leaning against a stall.
Initially, I feel headachy.
Then, dizzy.
I wobble back to Sam.
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For an instant, he appears surreal—stretched out and melting, like
a Salvador Dalí painting.
But when I get to Sam, he’s calm.
Probably still has his mind on peppermints.
I smile wryly, but my heartbeat’s rapid, and I’d be willing to bet
that this shaker was a bit larger than most, maybe a four or so on the
Richter Magnitude Scale.
The shaking stops in seconds—counted in eternity.
I take a deep breath.
Nothing’s fallen down. Nothing’s broken.
I soothe myself by petting my horse, scratching behind his ears,
cooing at him. “What a good boy you are, Sammy. Good boy.”
My heart rate slows.
Sam’s got such a sweet, steady disposition, I can’t help but be
mellow in his presence—which is also why Sam and I have been
giving equine-assisted therapy to patients for years.
I take another gulp of air.
And move on—what else can I do?
I unclip Sam from the crossties, clip the lead rope onto his harness,
and walk him outside, his horseshoes making hollow-sounding echoes
on the cement. We stand together under a crescent moon so he can
have his bedtime snack.
He munches the sparse tufts of grass.
I barely hear him.
Instead, I hear Charlie’s voice.
Or the memory of it; her tone always held a hint of wistfulness,
which, after she’d leapt to her death, I realized was more like sadness,
even melancholy—and, after grad school, I surmised, clinical depression.
I grimace.
Still wishing after all these years I’d recognized she was in such
deep emotional turmoil, thinking I might have been able to help her.
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But when you’re a teenager, so much of life is egocentric, and back
then I’d genuinely appreciated the wistfulness in her voice, even been
a little envious of it, because it seemed romantic, and I’d heard the
boys thought it was sexy.
I can hear her, both of us sixteen, on the phone, speaking in our code.
“Hi, Emerald.”
“Hi, Charlie.”
“Do you want to go study sharks for Mr. Dorfman’s class at the
library down by the blue cove tonight?”
That meant: Do you want to go to the baseball game down by
Majorca Cove to watch the hottest team that ever lived, the Point
Sharks, play the other hottest team that ever lived, the Majorca
Dolphins? But we liked the Sharks better.
How typical, when it came to guys, that we both preferred the bad
boys.
The predators.
“Sounds good,” I said.
I was caught up on my homework anyway.
“I’ll see you there,” she replied, a little trail of diminishing hope
at the end of her sentence; I can discern that now. But back then it had
sounded like a wisp of fairy dust, promising a magical night.
Incredible, really, how much perceptions can change.
Sam yanks on the rope in my hand.
He’s finished with the grass.
There’s not much left by October—especially in these last few
years of more drought than rain.
Rain …
I realize my thoughts are wistful for rain, trailing off, like Charlie’s,
into a diminishing hope—a last fluttering flight. I wonder, suddenly, if
Charlie’s longing tone was initiated by something similar, at least in
an ecopsychological metaphor: a lack of life-quenching sustenance.
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But her family had always seemed to have enough—more than
enough: fancy meals every night, expensive clothes, big house, exotic
vacations.
What, then? Love? Parental attention?
Is that what she’d lacked?
No, her family appeared very loving, happy.
Still, to be wistful, one had to have had something, then lost it—
like rainstorms, before they became harbingers of mudslides and not
much else.
Had Charlie’s family lost something?
Both in the past, and now, too?
What did Abigail lack?
I’m speculating, confused and reaching.
I’ll have to think about it later.
Sam is nearly dragging me to his stall.
My horse knows when he’s tired.
I do, too, when I’m not worrying about suicidal bees, dead best
friends, and a girl’s last words on a voice mail.
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